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Abstract 
In this paper, an important sampling method – Cross Entropy method is presented to deal with solving support vector 
machines (SVM) problem for multiclass classification cases. The use of this method is intended to accelarate the 
process of finding solution without sacrificing its quality.  Using one-against-rest (OAR) and one-against-one (OAO) 
approaches, several binary SVM classifiers are constructed and combined to solve multiclass classification problems. 
For each binary SVM classifier, the cross entropy method is applied to solve dual SVM problem to find the optimal 
or at least near optimal solution, in the feature space through kernel map. For the meantime only RBF kernel function 
is investigated intensively. Experiments were done on four real world data sets. The results show one-against-rest 
produces better results than one-against-one in terms of computing time and generalization error. In addition, 
applying cross entropy method on multiclass SVM produces comparable results to the standard quadratic 
programming SVM in terms of generalization error.  
 
© 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the scientific 
committee of The Third Information Systems International Conference (ISICO 2015) 
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1. Introduction 
Research on machine learning to accelerate the finding process of optimal solution is still attracted 
many people. One way is to develop new algorithm to solve some learning models. In this paper we 
proposed Cross Entropy (CE) as a new algrithm to solve support vector machines  (SVM) model. Cross 
Entropy (CE) method is one of quite new metaheuristics to solve both continuous and discrete 
optimization. Initially, CE was proposed to handle rare-event simulation [4]. It was then further developed 
to acommodate wider range of application than just rare-event simulation. In the next development, CE 
were also applied for solving combinatorial and continuous optimization problems [5]. The extension of 
CE has also been applied in the area of data mining such as clustering, vector quantization and 
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classification. CE has been applied succesfully to solve dual Lagrange SVM for binary classification 
problems [9].  Some researchers also applied CE in the cases of reliability and resource-constrained 
scheduling tasks. The results showed very promising performance. In this paper, CE is proposed to deal 
with solving multiclass support vector machine problem. CE has been applied on L0-norm SVM with a 
good generalization error while minimizing the number of support vectors [3]. In this paper, two 
approaches are used to tackle multiclass classification problem: one-against-rest (OAR) and one-against-
one (OAO). By these two approaches, several binary SVM classifiers are constructed and combined to 
solve multiclass classification problems. Te reason why binary classifier combination was used rather than 
one optimization modeling, is the simplicity and faster computing time. Combining binary classifier is 
simpler in terms of formulation. In addition, it also faster form computation time since it seperates the 
classification problem into some small subproblems rather than solving the original problem all at once.    
For each binary SVM classifier, the cross entropy method is applied to solve dual Lagrange SVM 
optimization problem to find the optimal or at least near optimal solution, which is  Lagrange multipliers, 
α.   
Some real world datasets with multilabel output such as Iris, Dermatology, Balance Scale and Glass 
were used to test the approaches. The results indicate promising performance of OAR approach both for 
computational time and the misclassification error compared to OAO and the standard multiclass SVM 
using quadratic programming algorithm.  
This paper is organized as follows. The second section reviews SVM and multiclass classification. 
Section 3 recapitulates the CE method and describes the application of cross entropy method in binary 
SVM. In section 4, we describe our proposed algorithm and the pseudocode. Section 5 explains the 
experimental setting and discusses the results. In section 6, we conclude the results of this research.  
 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 SVM and Multiclass Classification  
In the last two decade since Vapnik proposed it, a lot of attentions given to SVM in terms of their 
applications and how to solve SVM problems through different techniques in more efficient manner.  The 
mathematical formulation of SVM fits a quadratic programming, but still requires high computing time to 
solve it, especially for problems with large data sets. Originally, SVM was proposed to solve binary 
classification problems. In the last few years, SVM has been extended to handle multiclass classification 
problems. There are two different approaches to deal problems of multiclass SVM (MSVM). One is by 
building and combining several binary classifiers and the other one is by considering all data in one 
optimization formulation directly. The first approach where several binary classifiers are constructed and 
combined appears in two methods: one-against-rest (OAR), and one-against-one (OAO) method 
respectively ([2],[8]). Some research utilizing the second approach is proposed by Vapnik [12] and 
Weston and Watkins [13]. Hereby, the approach where several binary classifiers are constructed and 
combined is adopted because of simplicity and faster computing time. 
 
2.2 One-against-Rest (OAR) Method 
 
Suppose we have m training data set  (x1, y1), .., (xm, ym) where xi א Rn, i = 1, 2..,m and yi א D = {1, 
.., p} is the class out of xi.. In this approach, for the p-class classification problem, we build p classifiers 
where p is the number of classes. Suppose we name our classifier ci,  where i=1,2,..,p. Then, ci is trained 
with all of the data points in the ith class with positive labels (+1) and all other data points with negative 
labels (-1). In a three-class classification problem, for example, when we train c1, all data points in class 1 
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are labeled with +1 and the other points from class 2 and 3 are labeled with -1. Similarly, when we train 
c
2 all data points in class 2 are labeled with +1 and all other data points from class 1 and 3 are labeled 
with -1. We do this for all i = 1, 2, 3. Then the class of a testing point x is determined by the maximum 
value of the three decision functions evaluated at x. Then the ith classifier solves the following binary 
SVM optimization problem [4] 
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After solving Equation  (1), there are p  decision functions w1(x) + b1,w2(x) +b2, ...,wk(x)+bk to consider. 
Then, the class of new point x is determined by the largest value of the decision function: 
ii
pi
bxwxofclassj   
 ,..,1
maxarg  , where j  S. 
 
2.3 One-against-One (OAO) Method  
 
This approach builds p(p − 1)/2 classifiers where each classifier is trained with data points from two 
classes. For example, if we have a three-class classification problem, we have to build 3 classifiers: c12, 
c
13 and c23. When we train c12, all data points from class 1 are labeled with +1 and all data points from 
class 2 are labeled with −1. The same procedure is applied when we train c13 and c23. For training data 
from ith and jth classes, we solve the following SVM binary classification problem [2]: 
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After solving the above problem (2) for all pairs of classes , we have p(p −1)/2 . To label new data points 
there are different methods. One popular strategy is max-vote. Using this strategy, for classifier cij  if a 
new point x is in ith class, then the vote for the ith class is added by one. Otherwise, the vote for the jth 
class is added by one. We do this step for all classifiers. Then, if we want to classify new point, we 
predict point x as being in the class with the maximum vote. In the case where two classes have same 
votes, we select the one with the smaller index.  
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3. Cross Entropy Method  
Cross entropy is a quite new approach in optimization. The principle of the CE method can be found 
in  de-Boer et al. [1], Rubinstein and Kroese. [6], and Rubinstein [7].  The basic idea of the CE method is, 
first we have to convert the original (combinatorial) optimization problem into an associated stochastic 
optimization problem. Next,  we solve the stochastic problem using an adaptive sampling algorithm. 
Through this process, one builds random sequence of solutions which converges (probabilistically) to the 
optimal or at least a good solution. Once the associated stochastic optimization is defined, then  CE 
method follow these two phases: 
1. Generate a solution sample randomly  (vectors, trajectories, etc.) according to a specified random 
mechanism. 
2. Update of the parameters of the random mechanism, on the basis of the data, in order to produce a 
“better” sample in the next iteration. 
 
CE method now can be explained as follows. Suppose we wish to minimize an objective function S(x) 
over all x in some set X in R. Let us denote the minimum by γ*, thus  
 
x* = 
Xxmin
S(x)        (3) 
. 
To solve the problem using CE we can follow the following steps 
1. Generate solution vectors xˆ  as many as N (size of sample), for example this vectors  follow 
normal distribution with predefined  mean, µ0  and standard deviation, σ0. 
2. Sort vector xˆ  ascendingly, and take ρ percent sample with lowest S, call the best  sample as elite 
sample.  
3. From the elite sample compute mean and standar deviation of vector xˆ  called x , and standar 
deviation sx . 
4. Update μ and σ using the following formula  
tP  = β x  + (1 − β) 1tP ,       
tV  = β sx + (1 − β) 1tV ,     (4) 
 
where µt and σt are the parameters obtained from the current elite sample and previous 
parameters, and β is a smoothing parameter, with 0.7 < β < 1.  
5. Genereate a new sample based on updated parameters. Repeat step 2 until stopping criteria 
reached.  After certain number of iterations the algorithm will converge to x* with high 
probability. 
It is found empirically [6] that the CE method is robust with respect to the choice of its parameters N, ρ 
and β, as long as ρ is not too small, β < 1, and N is large enough. Typically those parameters satisfy that 
0.01 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.1, 0.5 ≤ β ≤ 0.9, and N ≥ 3n, where n is the number of parameters.  
Extension of the application of CE will take the same steps with some modification on solution structure 
and parameters. 
 
Santosa [9] has developed CE method for Support Vector Machine for binary cases. The approach 
provides a good generalization and fast computing yet. In the proposed approach, CE was used to solve 
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the dual formulation of SVM by generating vector α, which are Lagrange Multipliers  and updating 
through a specific mechanism to produce minimum value of Lagrange problem of SVM.  
 
The following Lagrange problem  was solved using CE to find α. 
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where K(xi,xj) is kernel matrix and C is constant cost. The CE algoritm for binary SVM is explained in  
[9]. 
 
4. The Proposed Method 
We use CE to solve binary SVM (Eq (5)) and then applied on OAR as in Eq.(1) and OAO as in Eq 
(2) to solve muticlass SVM. If  OAR is chosen then there are p  binary SVM problems required to solve. 
While, if OAO is chosen, then there are p(p −1)/2 binary SVM problems needed to solve. The 
pseudocode code for solving binary SVM using Cross Entropy method can be found in [9]. 
The following figures 1(a) and 1(b) are pseudocodes  for one-against-rest and one-against-one multiclass 
SVM and binary SVM using Cross Entropy method.  
 
One-against-rest SVM  
Input : pattern X, label Y,kernel function type, kernel parameter, cost 
constant 
Define  
alpha0= 
define M (number of classes) 
for each data point  
 changing label to 1 and -1 
 obtain data with binary label 
  call binary CE-SVM to find alpha 
 alpha0=[alpha0;alpha]; 
end; 
Output: Lagrange multiplier alpha0 
(a)  
One-aganst-one SVM 
Input : pattern X, label Y,kernel function type, kernel parameter, cost 
constant 
Define xsup= 
alpha0= 
ysup= ; 
classifier=; 
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define M number of classes 
nbdata=zeros(1,M*(M-1)/2); 
k=1; 
for i=1:M-1 
    for j=i+1:M 
     indi=find(y==i); 
     indj=find(y==j); 
     xapp=[x(indi,:); x(indj,:)]; 
     yone=[ones(length(indi),1);-ones(length(indj),1)]; 
        call binary CE-SVM to find alpha 
        xsup=[xsup;xapp]; 
        ysup=[ysup;yone]; 
        n2 = length of vector xapp 
        alpha=alpha'; 
        nbdata(k)=n2; 
        alpha0=[alpha0;alpha']; 
         k=k+1; 
    end; 
end; 
output:alpha0 - Lagrange multiplier, number of data for each classifier 
data after all classifiers trained 
(b) 
 
Figures 1(a) and (b) are the pseudocodes of multiclass SVM using CE-SVM 
 
After obtaining α from running this code, for each x in the testing set, we apply the following classifier 
function  
),()( ¦

 
SVi
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where SV is set of support vectors 
 
In the OAR approach, the label of a new pattern x is defined using the procedure explained in Section 2.2. 
In the OAO approach, the label of a new pattern x is being determined using max- vote as explained in 
Section 2.3. 
5. Experiments and Results 
We apply the cross entropy multiclass SVM on several data sets and using the two aforementioned 
procedures: One-against-rest (OAR)  and One-against-one (OAO). The data used for the experiments are 
four sets taken from real world data Iris, Balance Scale, Dermatology, Glass. These datasets are very 
often used to test new proposed learning algorithm.  The detail information about the data  is shown in 
Table 1.  
Table 1.  Four real world datasets 
Name Features Number 
of class 
Number of 
Instances 
Iris 4 3 150 
Dermatology 34 6 358 
Balance Scale 4 3 625 
Glass 9 6 214 
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The data sets are splited into two sets: training set and testing set.For each data set, the ratio of training 
size and the testing size is about 70:30. Ten different training and testing samples are chosen randomly 
from each data set. The experiments are done by using an RBF kernel which is most often used in SVM. 
The results of the experiments are presented in Tables 2.  It contains computing time and average of 
generalization or misclassification error. For comparison purposes, the multiclass SVM (MSVM) using 
quadratic programming solver with one against rest and one against one are applied on the same data sets. 
Table 2.  Computing time (CPU) and Misclassification Error on different datasets 
 Iris Dermatology Glass Balance Scale 
Method CPU 
Time 
Error CPU 
Time 
Error CPU 
Time 
Error CPU 
Time 
Error 
CE-SVM 
(OAR) 
0.323 0.038 0.195 2.234 0.195 0.287 2.234 0.102 
CE-SVM 
(OAO) 
0.939 0.04 19.407 19.370 19.407 0.343 19.370 0.557 
MSVM 
(OAR) 
29.562 0.042 156.204 48.903 156.204 0.287 48.903 0.101 
MSVM 
(OAO) 
18.673 0.042 31.731 19.389 31.731 0.287 19.389 0.101 
 
Table 2  shows that CE-SVM with OAR producing the best results in terms of generalization error 
and computation time for three data set, Iris, Dermatology and Glass (indicated by text in bold type). Only 
for Balance Scale data where multi SVM with both OAR and OAO are slightly better than CE-SVM in 
terms of generalization error, although not significant. In terms of number of data point the difference  is 
about 0.001 x 188=0.188 data point is misclassified (in average  less than 1 data point missclassified from 
ten replications).  But, from  computation time  CE-SVM OAR outperforms other methods.  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented an algorithm which solves multiclass SVM problem by using Cross Entropy method. 
Cross Entropy method is used to solve binary dual Lagrange SVM. Two approaches, one against rest 
(OAR) and one against one (OAO), are used to find maximum margin classifiers in the feature space for 
multiclass classification. One against rest is the best approach to tackle multiclass classification problems 
in terms of computational time and generalization error using Cross Entropy method. The main advantage 
of applying CE on SVM is the generalization performance is comparable to SVM while the computing 
time is significantly lower. The method does not require any optimization routine to find an optimal or 
near optimal solution. Testing on four  real world datasets prove that  the proposed  method produced  
promising results. Applying on more datasets is expected to strengthen  this conclusion. More 
investigation by applying other kernel functions rather than RBF might reveal interesting insight on 
application of CE on SVM. 
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